Abstract-An extension of backstepping design method to stabilization of nonlinear systems with respect to a set is presented. Robust version of controller providing the system with input-to-output stability (IOS) is proposed. The performance of obtained solution is demonstrated by the pendulum with actuator example.
I. INTRODUCTION D URING last two decades the problem of stabilizing control design for nonlinear dynamical systems was intensively studied see, e.g. survey [10] . As a result the number of approaches were developed. Method of Control Lyapunov function (CLF) [4] , [5] , [22] gives necessary and sufficient conditions for affine in control nonlinear systems stabilizable by continuous control. Feedback linearization approach [8] provides elegant geometric design tool for a class of nonlinear systems transforming them to linear ones and allowing to apply a wide spectrum of solutions available for linear systems. The control design problem for cascades systems plays an important role among fundamental control design problems. There are several methods like backstepping, nested saturation design or forwarding [10] , [12] , [11] , [16] , [29] which allow to design a stabilizing control for a class of nonlinear dynamical systems fitting some structural conditions (e.g. well defined relative degree, minimum phase property, low-triangular model of the plant). Passification design method is focused on stabilization of a class of nonlinear systems possessing weak minimum phase property [17] , [7] . There exist robust versions of the above approaches mainly based on input-to-state stability (ISS) theory [23] , [25] , [26] .
Another promising topic deals with the problem of nonlinear systems stabilization with respect to set [7] , [15] , [18] [19] [20] [21] , [30] (part of variables or output). Such problem arises in oscillation or synchronization control, energy level stabilization in mechanical systems, maneuvering problem or in robotic applications. Robust analogues of stability with respect to set or output were formulated in [13] and [9] , [27] , [28] in IOS framework (as extension of ISS property for systems with output).
Although set stabilization algorithms are demanded in [6] , feedback linearization [7] , [30] and passification [19] , [20] . Paper [14] analyzes robust properties of energy level stabilization control for a pendulum. To our best knowledge, no results in set stabilization by backstepping are available.
In this paper we attempt to provide such result. Also we investigate robust properties of proposed control laws basing on IOS theory. In Section 2 preliminary results and definitions are summarized. Section 3 contains problem statement and control design results for stabilization with respect to set. In the second part of Section 3 robust properties of proposed controls are also analyzed. The problem of robust energy level stabilization for a pendulum is considered in Section 4.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Let us consider a nonlinear dynamical system x =f(x,u), y =h(x), (3) for all x0 Rn and all u e JRmR, and there exists some 6 YK such thatfor any T> 0 V(X(t XO, u) ) > X(I u(t) ,t E= [0,T) => X(x(t,xo,u) )<max{6(j x0 |),a6(11 u 1 1 )}.
In [28] IOS-Lyapunov functions was introduced for BIBS system (1), in this case one can use x as auxiliary modulus A.
T h e o r e m 1 [9] . Suppose that system (1) 
is satisfied for all x0o Rn and all u I, and X is locally Lipschitz on the set {x: V(x) > 0} and k(X(t,XO,U)) < k(XO) -
T h e or em 2 [9] , [28] . Suppose that system (1) is forward complete and u E .VI The following are equivalentfor the system: -it is UOS; -it admits an UOS-Lyapunovfunction. In work [6] the corresponding CLF formulations are given for the tasks of IOS and UOS stabilization. L e m m a 1 . Let system (1) with inputs u E- § JV be UO and there exist a continuously differentiable function V: Rn -R+ , which admits (2) and with ct E K for all x Rn and u fJAV aV/ax f(x,u)<-a0( y).
Iffunction rl(x,u) = ah/a x f(x,u) is bounded for bounded values of V(x) and u J, then system is UOS. u
Proofs of the lemma and all theorems are excluded due to space limitation. It is said that system (1) is V -detectable [19] with respect to continuous function V: Rn -* R on set X c Rn, if for all x0 E Rn and u = 0 the following property holds:
Sufficient conditions for system (1) to be V -detectable are presented in work [19] .
III. MAIN RESULTS
Let us consider the model of the plant
z = u + d2 (6) where x ERn is state vector of system (5 [12] we assume that there exists some continuously differentiable feedback control law k: Rn > Rm such, that system x = f(x,k(x) +e,d1) (7) possesses UOS or IOS properties with respect to output y and input d1 for e =0, where variable e corresponds to "virtual" control realization error e = z -k(x). More precise definition of control k properties will be described later. Taking into account control k it is necessary to design control u = U( x, z), which provides UOS or IOS property with respect output y and input d for overall system (5), (6 ucl(lh(x)l) < V(x)< U2(lxl), U1,U2 EK00 (8) and one of the following properties holds for all x E R y e RP, and e e Rm: 1. System (7) is UO and aV/ax f(x,k(x),O) < -U3(V(x)), U3 E K; 2. System (7) is UO and aV/ax f(x,k(x),O) < -U4(Iy|), U4 EYK and ah/0ax f(x,k(x) + e,O) < K 1(V) + ±2(I e), t4, H42 E K; (9) 3. System (7) is GSMO or BIBS and aV/ax f(x,k(x),O)< U5(1XV(x)1), a5 eK and system (7) is V -detectable into set X {x: ,(x) = 0}, u,: R -> R is a continuousfunction. 
2. System (7) is GSMO or BIBS and
and system (7) is V -detectable into set X, a7 E 7km and 02 E K, u,: Rn RI is a continuousfunction.
0
In the first assumption the control k provides only UOS property or its analogues for system (7) , while the second assumption establishes IOS-like property for system (7) .
Note that opposite to classical works [12] right hand side of equation (5) (11) additional restriction on growth of (p is needed. Using terminology from paper [3] one may say that control (10) realizes so-called "cancellation backstepping", while control (11) corresponds to so-called " Lg V -backstepping".
Also control (11) is close to algorithms proposed in book [11] and it is a part of control (10) .
B. IOS stabilization In this section we will consider problem of IOS stabilization of system (5), (6) and some other variants of robustification of controls (10) and (11), when closed loop system possesses integral variants of IOS property. This new property introduced in the appendix and is called integral ISS (iISS) with respect to set by analogy with [2] , [24] . The main result of the appendix is formulated in theorem Al. The result of theorem Al can be used to prove robustness with respect to integrally bounded disturbances of passification based controls [7] , [17] , [18] [19] [20] (as it will be done in the next section for the example). (8) is satisfied and one the following properties holdsfor all x E Rn, e E Rm and d1 E Rql: 1. System (7) is UO andfor a8 EK7 and C03 E K aV/ax f(x,k(x),d1)< -u8(V(x))±+c3(ld l);
2. System (7) is UO andfor a9 EK7 and C04 E K aV/ax f(x,k(x)+e,dl)< -c9(V(x))+±4(lel)+±4(ldl);
3. Set Z is compact and aV/ax f(x,k(x)+e,dl) < -cLIo(W(x)I)+±5(lel)+±05(ldl) and system (7) T h e o r em 5. Let the first part of assumption 4 and assumptions 3,5 hold. Then system (5), (6) with control
Let the second part of assumption 4 and assumption 5 hold. Then system (5), (6) with control
possesses IOS property, where p: Rm -> Rm is a continuous function, zTY(Z)> K( Zj) for all z E Rm,
KEK7CG, K(S)>K(S)+±C4(S), KE(.-
Let the third part ofassumption 4 and assumption 5 hold, and additionallyfor all x E Rn, a1,a2 E 7CO
Then system (5), (6) with control (13) is iISS with respect to set A {x,z:xeZ,z = k(x)} with (p: Rm ->+Rm bea continuous function, zTp(Z)> K( Zj) for all z E Rm, K E K and K(S) > K(s)±+C5(s), K C K . u Controls (12) and (13) are robust modifications of controls (10) and (11) (10) and (11) is more stronger requirement the growth rate for function p .
IV. CONTROL OF A PENDULUM WITH ACTUATOR
Let us consider the following example of system (5), (6): XI =X2; X2 =-OX2 -O)sin(x)±z±d1; (14) 
where subsystem (14) corresponds to the forced pendulum (x1 E R is the angle and x2 E R is the velocity); 0 is friction coefficient and o is pendulum frequency; system (15) (14) as y = H(x1,x2 ) -H *, which points out to a compact set Z. To UOS stabilization of system (14) it is possible to use well known control law [7] , [19] :
to small neighborhood of set Z in plane (x1, x2 ) while e converges to vicinity of zero, the size of neighborhood is proportional to amplitude of disturbance d. (14) - (16) which for positive definite, radially unbounded with respect to set Z and differentiable Lyapunov function V = 0.5y2 provides the estimate for its time derivative First of all note, that according to result of theorem Al system (14) with control k (e = 0) has iISS property with respect to set Z, that is a new result too. Therefore, all conditions of the third part of assumption 4 are satisfied with y(x1,x2)=x2y, cj10(s)=(k-0.5)s2 and G5(s) =s 2; set X ={x1,x2 :x2 =0uy =0} and in paper [19] it was established V -detectability property of the system on this set. Time derivative of control k has form k(xl,x2) k.2Y kx2 Ox2 =(0 -ky)(-Ox2 here p(z) = Kz, K > 0 provides for system (14) , (15) iISS with respect to set Z property. The trajectories of system (14) - (16) Fig. 1 in  coordinates (x1, x2, e) , e = z -k(x1, x2 ) . As it possible to conclude from Fig. 1 [25] , [28] . The following theorem presents only sufficient conditions for system (A.1) to be iISS with respect to compact set, while the main result in [2] provides complete equivalent characterizations for iISS property with respect to the origin.
T h e o r e m A I . System (A. 1) is iISS with respect to compact set .A ifone ofthe conditions isfulfilled:
1. The system has iISS Lyapunov function with respect to set -A4.
2. Set A is GASfor the system with zero input u andfor system (A. 1) there exists continuously differentiable, positive definite and radially unbounded with respect to -A function U:Rn -*R>0 andfor all x(Rn, u Rm auaxf(x,u)<v( u ), vcE K.
